Recent studies suggest that basic effects which are markers of visual word recognition in Indo-European languages cannot be obtained in Hebrew or in Arabic. Although Hebrew has an alphabetic writing system, just like English, French, or Spanish, a series of studies consistently suggested that simple form-orthographic priming, or letter-transposition priming are not found in Hebrew.
Introduction
What determines lexical architecture in alphabetic orthographies? Fast and efficient recognition of words requires some form of organization so that the visual analysis of their constituent letters be mapped into lexical representation within minimal time. Most, if not all, models of visual word recognition assume, therefore, that the lexical architecture mimics the alphabetic principle, and that the processing system is tuned to the word's linear orthographic structure. Consider, for example, the EntryOpening model (Forster, 1999; Forster & Davis, 1984) . It assumes that lexical entries are organized into bins based on their orthographic form, so that words sharing similar letter sequences (or orthographic neighbours) are located in the same bin. Upon presentation of a printed word, the orthographic properties of the input are used to calculate an approximate address (i.e., a bin number), which considers the array of letters in the word. Alternatively, in various types of interactive activation models (e.g., IAM, McClelland & Rumelhart, 1981 ; the Multiple Read Out Model, Grainger & Jacobs, 1996; the Dual-RouteCascaded model, Coltheart, Rastle, Perry, Langdon, & Ziegler, 2001 ; or the Connectionist Dual Process models (CDP, and CDP+, Perry, Ziegler, & Zorzi, 2007; Zorzi, Houghton, & Butterworth, 1998) letter identity and letter position of the input contributes one way or another to the amount of activation of top-level word units. Hence, the architecture of these models is structured so that relative excitation or inhibition of word units is determined by the extent of their orthographic overlap. Finally, attractorbased models of reading (e.g., Rueckl, 2002) assume that each printed word has a unique attractor in a perceptual space, which is structured, again, in terms of orthographic
